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About This Game

The year is 1908. The 20th century is still young.
An unfamiliar 20th century - in an unfamiliar world.

This is a world that experienced a 19th century very different from our own. A world filled with innumerable steam-powered
Engines.

The unnaturally rapid development of this steam civilization has left the world's skies shrouded in grey... and its seas dyed in
shades of black.

"Sea" - Once, the word suggested an expanse of blue. Today, it refers to something dark and putrid.
The former harbor city of Marseille in the European Kingdom of France looks out on a sea as black as any other. But these

particular waters are home to something that can't be found anywhere else on Earth...
A massive artificial island, solid and imposing as a fortress. A city in its own right, but also a school; a place bursting with life

and color.
Its formal name: The Marseille Offshore Academia.
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The Academia - a city founded on cutting-edge engine science; an academy designed to produce the greatest Erudite Scholars in
the world.

It stands above a sea fouled by the flourishing of modern civilization.
It sits below a sky polluted by the emissions of countless Engines.

And nonetheless, it shines like a jewel, filled with the radiance of students glorying in their youth.
This is a place so overflowing with energy as to recall the long-lost sun.

A place that glitters with a beauty reminiscent of the long-lost stars.

However, the Academia is also a city with a secret. Beneath its facade hides a darkness feared even by the French monarchy.
Specifically... the school lies under the control of the "English West India Company," a secret society that rules Europe's

underworld with an iron first.
Not even the agencies of the great European powers could expose the Academia's true nature; powerless to interfere, heads of

mighty states can only watch warily for some sign that might reveal the Society's intentions.

The Academia - a gorgeous island closed off completely to the outside world.
A school that no student is permitted to leave, except as successful "graduates."

A society of the young and for the young, self-sufficient and proudly independent.
A city-state under the absolute rule of the "Governing Council," an elite body composed of the "Fraternity" and "Sorority"... and

a subordinate branch of the English West India Company.
A radiant distortion in the fabric of the world, continually producing both brilliant young talent and fearsome supernatural Arts.

A carefully-cultivated, absolutely impenetrable garden of secrets.

However, in the spring of 1908... A single young man appears within its walls.
After declaring his intent to wage war against the Governing Council, he introduces himself in this way:

"Nikola Tesla. 72 years old. I'm a transfer student."
"Students of the Marseille Offshore Academia. My hundred thousand young friends, cursed by fate."

"...I will save every last one of you with my own two hands."

And at the summit of Château d'If, a bell rings out.
The Bell of Gahkthun, announcing that the time of rejoicing is at hand...
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BOOOII!! The story is just really outwordly complete with amazing art and BGM,all characters are all loveable,and the exercise
for the readers is indeed making the novel somewhat different than the other.....in a good way.. Enjoyed it. I really enjoyed it.
Yes the story is almost linier & it's really easy to go to the true end but still engaging non the less.. Best Nikola Tesla dating sim I
ever played. UPDATE: I've finished the VN and changed my review to reflect this.

Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning is written in a style that seems a bit like Shakespeare. It's very dramatic and ponderous, to
the point of being pretentious in many scenes. What makes this laughable is that the novel takes place island school run solely by
students---the hero is a transfer student and the antagonists are members of what is essentially the student council. The odd,
pretentious writing in no way matches up with the anime tropes the story is littered with. It wants to tell its own story (which
seems decent enough by itself), be artistic, and do some sort of weird high school/college anime thing all at the same time. For
me, it just doesn't work.

Apparently there are other visual novels set in the same universe where some of the characters featured in this one are
introduced, and I feel like my understanding of the story suffered for not having read them. Neon Scalar, the heroine of
Gahkthun, is actually well-written and endearing, and by the end of the novel, most of the antagonists have been fleshed out.
There are a lot of interesting elements in play--super powers, steampunk, borrowed historical figures--but in the end, it just
doesn't deliver a satisfying experience.

Having read the entire novel, I don't feel it is long enough or interesting enough to warrant a purchase. Unlike many VN's,
Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning does not offer multiple routes and there is really no reason to read it more than once.. Just
finished "Ourai no gahkthun - what a radiant brave" and got a great amount of enjoyment outta it. I played the other version
prior to buying this on steam.

Firstly, the settings. Its a Victoria Steampunk Dystopian world, with people living in perpetual grey. It is rather unique
comparing to the previous novels i have read.

Secondly, the characters and story. The author wrote both protagonist quite convincingly, along with a pretty colorful cast. The
designs of the main characters are top notch - they all look beautiful. However, some of them need more
screentime/developments. The story were inspired by various pieces of literature like dante's inferno, romeo & juliet...or even
Lovecraft's "the music of eric zahn" and "the colour out of space".

Thirdly, the soundtrack. The ambience sound is classical music appropriate to the settings, ramp up to eleven in h-scenes. The
fighting music is rather lacking but i could bear with it. The voice actors/actresses did a really good job, especially the main
character, Neon Scalar's. Every little sounds she made are infinitely cute.

Lastly, the ending. It's perfect. Thats the kind of ending I like most.

Overall, "Ourai no gahkthun - what a radiant brave" is a great read and one of the best visual novel you could buy on Steam.
Despite not being perfect, it still get a spot in my top 10 most favorite visual novels.
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Has Nikolai Tesla working on Neon, sold.. Top notch VN.

10/10 Voice Acting, 9/10 Plot, 8/10 Pacing, 9/10 Twist, 10/10 Graphics.

Pros:
>> Godly VA, and damn that plot, not just that plot ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°), but well you know, story plot; Graphics are really good.
>> Not perfect but hey, must buy.

Cons:
>> Pretty Expensive for a pretty short game, you can probably finish the game in like 12 hrs or something if you want too.

>> FANTASTIC VN OVERALL
PS: Wish they would tl the sequel too.. For some reasons Steam didn't add the read time I spent in offline mode properly - I
finished this VN within 23-ish hours or so. That aside, most of the existing reviewers have already highlighted the details of this
VN, so I'll just skip to what I like and don't-like-as-much.

+ Stellar artwork, and made even more apparent with the storybook-like placing of the character sprites and background images.
The vibrant character design and the relative bleakness of the setting may seem to be weird combination at first, but it works.
+ Good soundtrack. Admittedly, I find it less memorable than Sharnoth's soundtrack, but I still find it fitting to the VN's overall
atmosphere
+ (Mostly) interesting characters, and even most of the antagonists are sympathetic. Helps that some chapters focus on side
characters.
+ Enchanting world of steampunk and Lovecraftian mix, helped with Sakurai Hikaru's unique writing style. That said... (see
below)
+ Top-tier voice acting. This is especially true with Neon, whose VA managed to give her character a "cute" charm while still
giving her air of maturity (especially when compared to her friend Izumi who I find to fit the more standard "cute" character
type).

- While I do not dislike Neon and Tesla (I like them and their dynamics, in fact!), the way the story reveals who they are and
their motives very late into the story may not sit well for some (especially when compared to Sharnoth, where it didn't take long
for Mary's motive as main character to be established). Even more so once it is revealed that Tesla had what could be considered
romantic relationship with Neon's direct predecessor (grandmother?), although it went nowhere in the end due to circumstances
surrounding Tesla's existence. I don't necessarily have problem with this bit, but I know some people may.
- Pacing issues in some parts. The one with Gates of Hell is probably the most glaring one for me.
- Some charaters remain underdeveloped. My biggest disappointment lies on Izumi and Albert, especially because they're
supposed to be good (if not best?) friends of Neon.
- the appearance of the user interface (buttons etc.) seems... lazy? I personally find it not quite fitting with the aesthetic of the
VN.
- The repetition in the writing (such as during Tesla's transformation sequence) may be annoying for some, while others may
find it to be part of Sakurai's writing charm. Your call, really.

That said, I recommend this piece.. Gahkthun of the Golden Lighting is eroge visual novel set in europe-like school-city
Academia.
Gahkthun features about 20 hours of reading with linear story. There are choices, but they dont influence story, they only add
bonus scenes if you chose right.
Protagonist is girl Neon Scalar, who just started in Academia as freshman, got into problems and got her♥♥♥♥♥saved by
mysterious superhero Nikola Tesla.
Since steam doesnt allow neutral reviews and i have to decide if i recommend this game or not, then i chose not to, reasons
follow below.

I will start with what i liked about this VN. Best thing is protagonist Neon Scalar and her voice acting. Yes, protagonist is
voiced, also she likes to speak to herself and this is used to narrate story. Neon is pretty, smart and likeable. Listening to her
narrating story in low voice is relaxing and pleasant experience.
Drawings in this VNs are pretty, but sprites are static and only one or two per character. This is mitigated by little face spritesm
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that are on background of text box and they have many various expresions that changes depending on what character is saying. I
liked this idea and its good way to have facial expresions without having to draw full sprites.
Also this game features Erich Zahn playing his violin /thumbs up

Now what i didnt like about this game and why i cant recommend it.
As i wrote above, story is about 20 hours long but you can see that i have 50 hours played. What was i doing 30 hours then?
Well checking social networks, checking phone etc. once i even found myself playing another VN with this one still running on
background. Thats how mutch problems i had with actualy finishing this VN.

Game is basicaly about superhero Nicola Tesla who is single handledly saveing the wolrd ... thats not simplification, thats how
game presents it itself. Story is then divided into chapters, where each have its own little plot ending with boss battle where
Tesla defeats villian. Yeah, kinda boring isnt it?
Plot isnt bad, but it just didnt click with me. I really had to force myself to continue reading.

Also this game is uncensored eroge. Yes, uncensored on steam, because sex scenes arent porn like in most japanese eroge, but
they are merely erotic - stuff you can see in TV late at night. I didnt really like the h-scenes, drawings weren't nice in my
opinion and girls suddenly grew gigantic milk tanks ...

. I played this from start until finish, and I can’t recommend it. The pacing is slow, preparing food and how it tastes covers
basically 90% of the dialog. The main character is so boring and over powered that not once do you even feel mildly concerned
for his or anyone’s safety, which creates such a boring tone for what could have been epic battle scenes.
If you like reading for 16 hours about what dish to prepare and following around an insecure female protagonist who gets
embarrassed at the drop of a hat, I guess this is for you, otherwise avoid this.. Its not bad. Definitly some parts were a bore, and
I wanted to slam my head against the desk with some of the dialougue, but overall its decent. The art is good, and the world is
interesting. If there is one more caveat it would be that there is a crab ton of reading and not a lot of significant choices.
I give it a 7-8 depending on where you are in the story.. great voice acting in this game, with a nice story and uncensored

Soundtrack now available!:
The Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning Original Soundtrack is now available as a DLC!

https://store.steampowered.com/app/957610/Gahkthun_of_the_Golden_Lightning_Original_Soundtrack/. The Heart-
Wrenching Tale of Android Love is Here With Minori's Trinoline!:

From minori, the creators of eden*, Supipara, and ef - a fairy tale of the two, comes a brand-new heart-wrenching, sci-fi tale of
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an everlasting android faced with the mortality of mankind.

When tragedy leads to the advancement of science and the development of a sentient android indistinguishable from humans,
what does it mean to be human or android? Is it possible for man to love machine, or machine to love man? Is such a love even
real or nothing more than a series of numbers? Can there ever be a future where such love may flourish, or is it destined for
heartache?

Find out in Trinoline, available now on Steam! Order your copy today and be one of the first to enjoy this gorgeous, emotional
tale!. Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning Available Now!:

Gahkthun of the Golden Lightning is now available on Steam!. No, Thank You!!! Now Available on Steam Fully
Uncensored!:

Summer might be long over, but while the snow might be starting to fall in some areas why not warm yourself up with some hot
and heavy action with the men of sótano (groomed to your liking even)?

No, Thank You!!!, the action and action packed debut title from BL sister studio of (in)famous eroge developer ClockUp, is
now available on Steam fully uncensored!. eden* PLUS+ MOSAIC DLC Now on Steam!:
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Today we're celebrating Moe Day with the release of uncensored, adult titles on Steam!

Minori's hit title, eden* is getting expanded with the new DLC, PLUS+ MOSAIC! This DLC adds several exciting adult scenes
to the already wonderful story of their final days on Earth.

In addition to the extra bonus scenes, this DLC will also update certain CG in the main story arcs to show more mature content,
like nudity.

Download your copy today and check out our other new adult additions as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/945760/Fashioning_Little_Miss_Lonesome__Adult_Only_Content/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/955560/Evenicle/. Evenicle Now On Steam, Uncut and Uncensored!:
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Today we're celebrating Moe Day with the release of uncensored, adult titles on Steam!

If you're a fan of the Senran Kagura series and wish you could see full, uncut and uncensored sex drawn by the artist, then look
no further than Evenicle! These moe tits are busting out directly on Steam, so make sure you adjust your settings to pull back
the curtain and the reveal the naughty wonderland that awaits in this exciting 3D JRPG!

Download your copy today and check out our other new adult additions as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/app/945760/Fashioning_Little_Miss_Lonesome__Adult_Only_Content/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/945720/eden_PLUSMOSAIC/
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